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Description

Microslide Lesson Set - From Tadpole to Frog 

Microslides are sets of 8 related 35mm images as photographed through a microscope to be viewed
through a Microslide Viewer.   

Arrows and callouts help the students locate important features being studied.  

Each text folder has a handy pocket to store the Microslides.  

Accompanied by a detailed text folder designed to stimulate, inform and question the students about
the topic.  

Tadpole - early stage, Tadpole - outside gills, Frog's egg, Frog embryo, Tadpole - inside gills, Young
frog, Young frog - tail disappearing, Adult frog. 
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Contact JLab Export for your Educational School Science Lab Equipments. We are best anatomy
model manufacturer, biology lab equipment manufacturer, biology lab instruments exporter, biology
lab instruments manufacturer, biology lab instruments supplier, burette pinchclip medium wall india. 
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